
FP 1000 DIGITAL
PROFESSIONAL COMPRESSION THERAPY



DEVICE AND ITS GARMENTS

Unità base

Digital base unit

100UB

100UBD
Left leg sleeve/11 sectors 100G11L
Right leg sleeve/11 sectors 100G11R
Left foot sleeve 000PNVL
Right foot sleeve 000PNVR
Arm Sleeve (12 sectors) 100B12
Abdominal strip (2 sectors) 000FA2
Abdominal strip (4 sectors) 000FA4
Professional Duplication Set 100SD12

USE AND INDICATION

The top-of-the-range professional device, Fisiopress FP 1000 DIGITAL, is the best sequential technology
allows today. That system is highly recommended for venous and, above all, lymphatic pathologies, where
effective treatment is required and an extremely homogeneous pressure compression: the 12 sectors allow
you to spread the pressure evenly on the entire limb, in all the sections. Particularly the treatment of
lymphedema of the limb lower, it becomes an indispensable tool for the upper limb where the 12 sectors of
arm sleeve, really make the difference and guarantee excellent results.
Being a product marked CE medical must be used following the guidelines relating to the method: the
effectiveness of the equipment and the relative treatments is strongly dependent on the correctness of its
use. In professional use, following the simple guidelines, correlated to the international scientific literature,
it allows you to get best results that this method can offer. It is always advisable to insert the sequential
compression therapy itself within an integrated therapeutic protocol
The device has a medical CE mark



TECHNICAL FEATURES

 Sequential pressotherapy with distal-proximal pressure gradient distributed on 12 outlets,
capable to simultaneously treat one or two limbs .

 Pressure range: 0 ‐ 160 mm of Hg. (on an applied garment.
 Operating cycle: 30 seconds.
 Large digital display for viewing pressure and time values programmed treatment and

remaining time.
 Pre-set alarm thresholds.
 Graph of pressures and programmable functions.
 High pressure alarms (audible and automatic shutdown.
 Alarms on low pressures (acoustic, due to disconnection of connection..)
 Electronic adjustment of the treatment time, both automatically and manually.
 DASC system (Distribution to communicating sectors): this system, unique to Fisiopress,

allows have an always homogeneous pressure in all the chambers as they fill up with air,
thus allowing the terminals to adapt to the geometry of the treated limb and compress it

 uniformly without danger of stagnation or reverse flows.
 Automatic shutdown at the end of therapy during deflation.
 Garments available for lower limb: leg and foot (12 sectors), separated for a better fit and

adaptation to the length of the treated limb. Four possibilities of size adjustment circulate
through special zip fasteners.

 Possibility of connecting a couple of leg sleeves and the abdominal strip at the same time.
 2 Sectors Abdominal strip (2 sectors) or 4 Sectors Abdominal strip
 Garments available for upper limb: Arm Sleeve (12 sectors). Three adjustment possibilities

of circular size via special zip fasteners.
 All garments have parallel and partially overlapped internal pneumatic sectors.
 Possibility of individual replacement of each internal pneumatic bag.
 Entirely hand-sewn garments.
 Medical CE mark


